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Moderating stereotype judgments through a priming anecdote
Michele Schahczenski
Psychology, University of Montana
Introducing Stereotypes and the WIT
•
•

•

Stereotypes are widely held oversimplified ideas or images about a
particular type of person or thing
1999 Amadou Diallo: shot because police
misidentified his wallet as a gun
Weapon Identification Task (WIT) can quantify
stereotype judgments
• Participants identify target as a gun
or a tool after being primed with black
Amadou Diallo
or white priming picture
Previous WIT studies have found
• Congruent pairs (white-tool, black-gun): êResponse time
• Incongruent pairs (white-gun, black-tool): éResponse time
• Mistakenly identified targets
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prime-target interaction, F(1,79)=6.29 p<.05
white-tool: white-gun pairs t(82)=.25, p>.80
*black-tool: black-gun pairs t(82)=2.72, p<.01

• Response Time (RT)
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Part 2: Weapon Based Identification Task (WIT)
There were 64 practice trials without the prime picture, then two
critical block of 64 each for 128 trials total
Prime Picture (200ms)
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After reading a negative anecdote participants responded more quickly to
congruent (white-tool and black-gun) pairs than incongruent (white-gun and
black-tool) pairs.
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*white-tool > white-gun, t(41)=2.92, p<.01
*black-tool > black-gun, t(41)=3.53, p<.01

Feedback for responses that are
too slow

The valence of the anecdote moderated the response times on the WIT.

Prime-target-story interaction, F(1,79)=4.55, p<.05
*white-tool < black-tool, t(40)=2.10, p<.05
*white-gun > black-gun, t(40)=3.59, p<.01

or

or

• Positive anecdotes
• A positive anecdote lessened the influence of
the prime picture
• Would always expect people to respond more
quickly to a gun than a tool
• Therefore, it seems participants
did not act in a prejudiced
manner
• It seems UM students are quite easily
influenced by a priming anecdote.
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Target Picture (200ms)

• Discussion of error rate
• The data showed a partial replication of the WIT effect
because participants did not mistake guns as tools when
primed with a white face.
• This may be a result of the participation and location of the
study
• The participants were mostly white students
living in MT (a mostly white population)
• é black stereotypes êwhite stereotypes
• Discussion of Response Times (RT)
• Negative anecdotes
• A negative anecdote heightened stereotype
judgments
• Participants responded in a way that was
consistent with stereotype judgments
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Part 1: Priming Anecdote
83 UM students participated. Each read one of four priming anecdotes:
Race of main character
Black
White

Anecdote Valence

*

We partially replicated the WIT effect. Participants were more likely to
misidentify a gun as a tool.

Methods
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This study investigated whether a positive or negative priming anecdote could
moderate stereotype judgments as measure by the WIT.
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Results

After reading a positive anecdote participants responded more quickly to
guns than to tools regardless of race
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